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i. Abstract
Immersive mobile augmented reality (AR) technology has improved while geolocational
data volume has grown. City governments can utilize this technology to share their
geospatial data with the public, promoting smart city aims. This research describes the
design and implementation of a novel open-source ARGIS application to view property
tax lot information in New York City. This proof-of-technology demonstrates web-based
AR can visualize location-based spatial data.
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1 Introduction
The volume of location-based data in increasing as the ability to visualize and
analyze it improves. Visualization of location-based data is important in understanding
its attributes and spatial relationships. Traditionally, spatial information was displayed on
a two-dimensional (2D) map. The static nature of a paper map constrains the amount
and complexity of data shown. Geographic data visualization expanded using computer
graphics, eventually to the palm of one’s hand via mobile devices. These improvements
in viewing geographic information allow for the visualization of large complex datasets.
Technology improvements and greater data volume have impacts for
increasingly urbanized areas. As cities grow, they create, process, and analyze more
data. Access to the data is important. The modern ‘smart city’ is focused on not only
technological improvements to its infrastructure but also its information apparatus. This
includes how a city presents information to its residents. If cities collect increasing
amounts of public geospatial data, they need effective ways of sharing it with the public.
New methods can incorporate the powers of modern mobile devices to visualize large
datasets.
Recent advances in immersive technologies, including the development of webbased frameworks, create new possibilities for public viewing of geographic information.
Immersive environments like virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) can put a
viewer on a one-to-one scale relationship with geographic information. And this
relationship can help connect people to the places they live and provide cities with new
ways of presenting information to the public. Such an application is critical for city
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governments to face the development challenges of the 21st century while connecting
with the residents they serve.
This paper presents a thesis project as a proof-of-technology of a novel web
application that renders open GIS data in AR based on a user’s location. Viewing
location-based data via a real-world scene presents a one-to-one scale context of the
information. This can improve a viewer’s understanding and knowledge of a place.
Additionally, this application can provide city agency staff with on-the-ground
information verification capability, fostering a stronger connection between city
government and public stakeholders. This thesis adds to the small but growing body of
literature on investigations of ARGIS utilizing open-source web-based frameworks.
This thesis paper is organized into the following five sections: background (2),
conceptual motivations (3), design & implementation (4), results & discussion (5), and
conclusion (6). Appendices and references follow these sections. In section 2, a brief
history of the development of VR/AR as it relates to GIS is given, including modern
commercial efforts in ARGIS. Section 3 describes the three main drivers of this thesis
project: open data, the smart city movement, and the WebXR standard. In section 4, the
conceptual model, system architecture, and application architecture are presented and
discussed. Section 5 presents the results of the application tests along with a discussion
of its strengths and challenges, concluding with some ideas for further development of
the app. Finally, section 6 briefly summarizes the paper.
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2 Background
No longer will we need to be tethered to a stationary computer workstation to browse
electronic databases or synthetic 3D information spaces transformed onto a 2D display
surface. Instead, we will browse, interact, and manipulate electronic information within the
context and situation in which the information originated and where it holds strong meaning.
(Fitzmaurice, 1993, p.39)

2.1 Visualizing reality
As more geospatial data is collected, the role technology plays in its visualization
evolves. This relationship is evident in the development of GIS. What was originally a
system of information overlaid on a 2D map can now encompass detailed threedimensional (3D) information rendered on-demand based on a user’s location. It has
been through the efforts of researchers over decades to improve the ways geospatial
information is visualized.
The idea of using computers for maps and map-based analysis dates to at least
1959 with efforts by Tobler (Rhyne, 1997). The relationship between GIS and simulated
reality goes back at least to the 1990s. Even then, computers were becoming capable
of creating and rendering geospatial data that looked three-dimensional. Faust (1995)
presents examples of three-dimensionally rendered scenes (Figure 1) in perspective

Figure 1: Early 3D-rendered perspective image of real
world. Source: Faust, 1995, p.268.
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views, noting the possibilities increased computational power can bring to rendering and
using geospatial data in a virtual environment. These developments arose at a time
when spatial data was becoming an increasingly important factor in many disciplines
and its overall volume was rising along with the use of digital maps (Faust, 1995).
Viewing geospatial information in a virtually realistic way can increase its
usefulness to users. Faust (1995, p. 268) stresses the importance of image data, which
in a VR environment would be entirely rendered by a graphics engine - “image data are
an important component of the virtual GIS, because users can relate directly to what
they can see from a given position and can relate that perception to analysis of the GIS
information that they can query.” Bishop (1994) similarly discusses advantages and
some applications of visually realistic simulation and modeling in geography. Both
geographers were interested in moving GIS viewing and analysis beyond the static map
or 2D computer rendering. Perhaps inadvertently, these researchers were recognizing
an innate advantage AR can have over VR in the presentation of information. If the
image data mentioned above is high-resolution video-capture of the real world, then the
user can relate in a more powerful way to the supplemental data being rendered
virtually on the scene as AR.

2.2 Computer visualization in urban planning
One area of GIS visualization research in the 1990s concerned simulated
visualization in urban planning. As participatory planning approaches developed in the
latter half of the 20th century, computer technology was seen as a powerful
communication and visualization technique that could be employed to provide greater
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context and information to the public during the planning process (Shen and Kawakami,
2010).
The benefits of realism in communicating geographic information to the public
stem from creating the space for each user to make their own interpretation of the data
(Bishop, 1994). Technologies such as AR can facilitate such personal interpretations of
geographic data.
And the combination of GIS and 3D visualization provide further enriched context
to the public (Al-Kodmany, 1999). Techniques include overlaying computer-rendered
changes to a public space over real-world photography to create a modified scene (AlKodmany, 1999). Although static, different styles of modification could be turned on and
off on the scene based on viewers preferences. This photo-manipulation technique is
not AR but is an example of a method that can give a modified view of a current realworld place. In this way, AR can provide visualizations of potential scenarios, such as
proposed building construction (Shen et al., 2001).

2.3 Internet mapping & visualization
Researchers have also connected the power of the internet to mapping and VR
(Doyle et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2001; Huang & Lin, 1999). The potential of the web to
facilitate interactive mapping and VR (Figure 2) was underscored through the
development of Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) – a specification for webbased interactive simulations of three-dimensional models (Doyle et al., 1998, pp. 142143). VRML has been superseded by X3D (web3d.org) which is used by open-source
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modelling software like Blender. The data model is similar to WebGL, which underpins
the graphical work carried out in this thesis.

Figure 2: Internet map on left linked to the 3D VRML model on the right. Source: Doyle et al.,
1998, p.144.

Historically, viewers were confined to a desktop computer. Yet linkages were
being created between 2D top-down imagery and ‘photospatial’ panoramic views
collected via stationary video cameras to create web-based applications akin to an early
Google Maps Street View (Doyle et al., 1998, p. 146). User interaction with a simulated
scene was explored as well. Online 3D virtual worlds were created where users could
connect via the internet and operate an avatar within the rendered scene (Doyle et al.,
1998).
Researchers also explored system architecture as it related to an effective virtual
simulation. It is critical to have the back-end server supplying the front-end client with
the appropriate GIS data. Huang & Lin (1999) demonstrated a web-based 2D and 3D
visualization environment using a server-side model that could query then generate a
unique scene. Such a model is similar to the one designed in this thesis. Visualization of
geographic data requires an appropriately designed server along with an effective
client-server relationship. The server may provide spatial query and analysis while the
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client could provide map operations and finer controls of the system (Huang et al.,
2001). The improvement of computing power and internet bandwidth has facilitated
improvements in generating and analyzing geographic information over the internet.
Today, advanced visualization can be handled by a browser connected to a database
storing large complex datasets.

2.4 Visualizing GIS databases
An important aspect of visualizing urban geographic information in AR concerns
the connection between the database and AR environment. Researchers in the 1990s
first investigated connecting GIS databases to VR environments. They noted that it
could be “suggested that a realistic interactive model of an urban environment offers a
powerful tool for the visualization and interrogation of otherwise ‘unobservable’
phenomena such as property values and social characteristics” (Martin & Higgs, 1997,
p. 255). Such characteristics are not stored within the visualization environment itself
but must be accessible within a database that can be queried by a client and used in an
AR environment.
Fitzmaurice (1993, p. 40) called for “ways of associating electronic information
with physical objects in our environment.” These associations are what create
meaningful connections between the data and the physical environment. Martin & Higgs
(1997) provide an early exploration of using realistic environments for visualizing socioeconomic data and using VR to visually explore data gathered from GIS databases.
Their system was built on a 58,000-unit property database from the City of Cardiff, UK
using data similar to this thesis’s data. Their motivations to work with public socio-
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economic data was based on difficulties in the traditional viewing of such a large dataset
and producing meaningful graphical output or being able to compare the relationships
between properties. Similar motivations lie behind this thesis project. AR can visualize
the contents of a GIS database in different ways, but importantly needs to be able to
access the GIS data to render an effective visualization.

2.5 GIS adapts visualization methods
GIS software was not originally used to develop 3D environments. Conversely,
3D graphics software was not originally developed to specifically handle GIS data.
Computer graphics rendering and geographic data models developed independently
(Rhyne, 1997). Both have wider applicability than to each other, but they also have a
unique connection via representations of physical reality.
In the 1990s, there was interest in improving geographic visualization models and
methods (Hearnshaw & Unwin, 1994). Visualization was generally accomplished using
CAD or other visualization software not originally designed to incorporate geospatial
information (Martin & Higgs, 1997; Verbree et al., 1999). Researchers (Huang & Lin,
1999) adapted Esri ArcView 3D extension to create their web-based visualizations, but
this was not an inherent ability of the software at the time.
Computer graphics evolved through more powerful rendering environments
called engines and GIS-backed 3D virtual worlds began to be rendered using these
engines (Bishop, 2008). This allowed for real-world processes such as environmental
change to be modelled and viewed/interacted with by a user. These virtual spaces turn
into places where users can feel connected to the data in a deeper way (Bishop, 2008).
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Today, 3D visualization is photorealistic and GIS visualization adapts this
development. However, rather than GIS software driving the development of better 3D
environments for GIS, more general-purpose graphics engines are being used to
explore new methods of visualization. This thesis project incorporates a graphics library
not designed for geospatial data. Such a methodology trends with historical GIS
research adopting general-use visualization technologies for specific aims.

2.6 VR/AR meet GIS
The 1990s saw the first instances of researchers developing immersive VR
systems (Figure 3) to view GIS information. Verbree et al. (1999) developed a VR
system with three unique viewing options utilizing geospatial information stored on a
server. Notable for their system was the addition of functionality to select and navigate
the data being viewed by the user. However, this system was only usable in a local
environment with specialized gear. It would be a number of years before systems were
developed giving true online access to simulated worlds. Importantly, the integration of
GIS systems, VR, and the internet was established and believed to be a powerful

Figure 3: Early VR system for viewing GIS data that included the ability to select objects and navigate through the
scene. Source: Verbree et al., 1999.
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opportunity to present geographic information to a wider audience while harnessing the
growing volume and velocity of data sources.
While VR is characterized by the creation of an entirely simulated immersive
environment, AR is a modification of the real-world using computer graphics. Although
demonstrated as a futuristic technology in Hollywood movies in the 1980s, ‘Augmented
Reality’ as a term was first coined by Tom Caudell in 1990 (Mekni & Lemieux, 2014). A
Boeing engineer, Mr. Caudell devised a system to replace large wooden boards of plane
wiring schematics with a head-mounted display that projected wiring instructions
superimposed onto reusable boards.
Classified as part of a larger class of ‘mixed reality’ (Milgram et al., 1994), AR
combines the viewing of virtual information and graphics superimposed over a realworld scene. The concept of an ‘active map’ is such a system (Figure 4). An analog
paper map can provide location-specific information, like weather reports, to a handheld
‘palmtop’ computer hovered over the map (Fitzmaurice, 1993). GIS is not the sole

Figure 4: Example of 'active map' giving weather information as palmtop
unit is held over the map. Source: Fitzmaurice, 1993.
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discipline interested in exploring AR. Research into educational (Turan et al., 2018),
medical, manufacturing, and military uses have been explored as well (Azuma, 1997).
For many disciplines, the location aspect of the visualized data is important. It is the
information’s spatial orientation that matters in its visualization.
Throughout their development, researchers have determined factors considered
important in the VR/AR visualization of geographic information. Notable elements
include interactivity with the data, free movement within the system and its 3D
representativeness (Azuma, 1997; Faust, 1995). The motivation for AR is rooted in an
enhancement of the real world with information that would otherwise not be visible.
Brooks (1996, as cited in Azuma, 1997, p.357) describes AR as Intelligence
Amplification – “using the computer as a tool to make a task easier for the human to
perform.” Enhancing a real-world view with underlying information inherent to that
location provides richer context and a greater understanding of a place. Research
similar to this thesis has been explored since AR’s inception, including using AR to
“annotate objects and environments with public … information” (Azuma, 1997, p. 360).
Visualizing data in the real world can enhance the public’s understanding of their
surroundings.
The link between AR and GIS has grown stronger. In 2012 the Open Geospatial
Consortium adopted Augmented Reality Markup Language (ARML) 2.0 as an official
standard (Lechner, 2013). This creates an opportunity for extensible ARGIS research
and development. Custom AR web-based frameworks (like KHARMA) and browsers
(like Argon) have been developed (Hill et al., 2010) for viewing AR-based content that
relies on anchoring AR objects to either real-world objects or a user’s location, creating
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a more immersive experience. Commercial ARGIS products are described in section
2.9.1 along with general-use open-source web-based standards and libraries, described
in sections 3.3 and 4.3.3.
Fundamental challenges remain in utilizing AR technology with geographic
information beyond those associated with technological capability. One notable issue is
‘registration’ or the concept of accurately linking AR information and visualization to their
correct real-world anchor point or object (Azuma, 1997). Most applications require
accurate information and if the simulated AR content is not placed in the correct position
in a given scene, then this can lead to misinformation or confusion on the part of the
user. This issue as it relates to this project is discussed in more detail in section 5.1.
Another difficulty is accuracy – the ability to keep an accurate location for the
significant objects in an AR scene. Research has shown that for some applications,
GPS accuracy is not sufficient to correctly place objects and provide stable tracking
(Azuma, 1997). While GPS accuracy has improved with the introduction of the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), location-based AR systems are still beholden to
the locational accuracy of the devices used, which can vary based on location. This
issue is discussed in section 5.2.4.

2.7 Meanings change
It is important to note that the term ‘virtual reality’ can have multiple meanings
and was defined more broadly in early development. 3D graphics are generally
rendered on a desktop/laptop computer where a user can view and interact within a
scene. Some researchers have referred to these systems as ‘virtual reality,’ but there
was debate as to what was considered true VR (Wilson & D’Cruz, 2006). Early 3D
19

systems were developed for viewing geospatial information (Martin & Higgs, 1997;
Doyle, Dodge, & Smith 1998) and described as ‘VR tools,’ however they would be
considered desktop 3D environments today. Examples of online navigable ‘virtual
cities,’ where a user could move through 3D-rendered recreations of places such as
Tokyo or London (Doyle et al., 1998) allowed viewers to experience a simulated model,
but not an immersive environment. Virtual immersive 3DGIS experiences have been
created using specially designed equipment (Verbree et al., 1999). A user can wear a
headset to track their head movements and render a corresponding 3D scene. The
web-based VRML language was a cheaper alternative to fully immersive VR for GIS
(Rhyne, 1997; Huang & Lin, 1999) and considered a VR environment for viewing and
interacting with geospatial data. Figure 5 provides a trajectory of some of the major
developments in VR/AR.

Figure 5: A trajectory of VR/AR development. Red boxes indicate developments related to this thesis.
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Today, VR for GIS has come to embody fully immersive 3D environments
requiring a headset or ability for the user to block out their view of the real world, such
as a Google Cardboard device. On the other hand, AR’s conceptual definition has
remained relatively the same since its inception at Boeing in 1990. Because AR was
never developed to be viewed using a desktop computer, its research and adoption was
slower than VR (Lechner, 2013) until mobile computing and camera technology
advanced. AR is now a powerful alternative to VR in displaying GIS data and arguably
more accessible by the public.

2.8 VR/AR device development
In the early years of VR/AR development, the devices used were head-mounted
displays (HMD) connected to desktop computers or powerful graphics workstations
(Verbree et al., 1999; Rhyne, 1997). Mobile computing was not developed to the point
where devices could render 3D graphics and track a user’s location. There were
powerful supercomputers that could run 3D programs over the internet, but they were
also limited by the speed of the server network to deliver data and so rendering of
online 3D environments was limited.
The advent of handheld mobile computers with built-in cameras brought about
new avenues for developing AR. The first portable AR systems were built using portable
cameras with built-in viewscreens (Schmalsteig & Reitmayer, 2007). Wearable
headsets with see-through lenses that project AR imagery over a user’s real-world view,
such as Google Glass or the Microsoft Hololens (Lee et al., 2021), provide a hands-free
immersive experience that travels with the user. The modern smartphone has become a
powerful tool for a wide audience to view AR in real time (Çöltekin et al., 2019; Hughes
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et al., 2011). These devices have advanced motion sensors to detect the phone’s
orientation and movement along with built-in GNSS receivers to provide accurate realworld positioning. These aspects provide a device capable of providing location-based
AR (section 4.1.1) – a useful tool for GIS.

2.9 ARGIS
In the 21st Century, AR and GIS have connected. The ARGIS concept combines
the data models of geographic information with the rendering and orientation
capabilities of AR to create an immersive data-driven experience for viewers.
Schmalstieg & Reitmayr (2007, p.369) investigated the concept of AR as a ‘ubiquitous
user interface’ to the real world, providing the first conceptual model and demonstrated
application of a portable ARGIS system via “guidance to its user through visual
annotation of the physical environment.” ARGIS systems are particularly suited to
providing information overlaid on real-world objects based on a user’s location and
highlighting local data relationships. However, ARGIS can also create interactive
tabletop experiences such as enhancing map information (Hughes et al., 2011) or
displaying a scaled model of an urban area (Rzeszewski & Orylski, 2021). Such
applications allow for customizable real time information enhancement and 3D
visualization that is more easily modified than traditional methods.
Investigations of combining AR with GIS are relatively new but there is research
into the topic. Gazcón et al. (2019) developed a mobile AR application that can
superimpose a digital elevation model (DEM) onto a phone’s field of view and allow
geologists to create points of interest or note observed geological structures. The
application allows for in-the-field recording of data to be viewed on a desktop GIS later.
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This ability to collect and view data at the same time in the field is a unique advantage
of ARGIS compared to traditional field collection methods. There have been
investigations, including commercial applications, of visualizing underground
infrastructure in AR (Styliandis et al., 2016; Zhang et al. 2016; vGIS, 2022). The
visualization of underground infrastructure is a prime use-case for ARGIS; the
technology can add inherent information to a scene that would otherwise be invisible.
Indoor and outdoor navigation (Lautenschläger, 2012; Arbaoui, 2020) along with
location-based information applications (Francisco & Taylor, 2019) demonstrate the
contextualizing of location information in real time to a user. They allow a user to
continue to take in their real-world environment while enhancing the information
available. Location-based AR games such as the incredibly popular Pokémon Go app
combine the location-based real-world information gathering of a GIS system with AR
visualization to create an immersive interactive experience. In this thesis, ARGIS is
explored in a novel way by providing visual access to open GIS data to create an
immersive experience that enhances local knowledge.

2.9.1 Commercial ARGIS
ARGIS is being explored by companies large and small (Table 1). In 2017, Esri
Labs introduced an AR development application, AuGeo, which allows users with
minimal coding to place point-based data for viewing in AR (Chivite, 2017). Although
this app is no longer officially supported by Esri it is still useable. More recently, Esri
ArcGIS Developer platform’s ArcGIS Runtime API includes AR scene building toolkits
for displaying various data formats in AR including tabletop content viewing or realworld overlays of point, vector, and polygon data (ArcGIS Developer, 2022). The
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ArcGIS Runtime toolkits are open source although developers need an Esri ArcGIS
account. Esri provides a free tier for their ArcGIS Developer Platform.
A Canadian company, vGIS, builds custom underground infrastructure AR
solutions including a platform for users to create their own scenes (vGIS, 2022) using
mobile technology. Their system relies on GIS data, building models, LiDAR, and
custom maps among other sources (vGIS, n.d.) to build a cutting-edge software product
that allows for engineering-specification accuracy of underground infrastructure assets.
The Toms River New Jersey Municipal Utility Authority used vGIS to build a custom 3D
system of their underground utilities that could be viewed in AR (vGIS, n.d.). The
company states that their technology saves utilities from having to dig unnecessarily to
find assets or make repairs (vGIS, n.d.).
Table 1: Summary of commercially available ARGIS platforms. Image sources: Esri, vGIS, Microsoft.

Microsoft has also combined a software and hardware component to create a
platform used in ARGIS applications. Microsoft’s Mixed Reality Toolkit coupled with its
HoloLens AR viewing device allows for mobile urban planning applications and big data
24

visualization and analysis (Lock et al., 2019). The toolkit is built to create applications
within the Unity 3D graphics engine (Microsoft, 2022). The toolkit is open source, but if
commercial applications are created then they are subject to pricing tiers.
The efforts described above are proprietary and aimed at commercial AR
development geared towards public sector authorities and private companies. There is
less focus on free open-source options that would be available for all to use and
customize as needed. Esri’s ArcGIS Developer platform provides a free tier for smaller
projects, but this thesis project’s dataset size would not be covered in this free tier. This
thesis is focused on free open-source ARGIS development through an investigation of
open GIS data viewing as part of smart city aims. While not as encompassing as
commercial efforts, this project provides a novel framework that could be refined and
developed into applications similar to commercial products.

3 Conceptual motivations
Major improvements in mobile computing, graphics processing, and internet
bandwidth have dramatically increased the possibilities of mobile ARGIS. There are
opportunities for technology-driven and hypothesis-driven research (Çöltekin et al.,
2019) in ARGIS. This project’s visualization of open GIS data is an example of a
technology-driven approach to test an implementation of a novel method for viewing
open GIS data. ARGIS development is influenced, in part, through the concepts of open
data, the smart city, and web-based immersive visualization. Increasing open data
volume, access, and analysis coupled with powerful open-source AR development
environments provide man avenues for researching ARGIS applications. The Smart City
movement’s focus on technological approaches to urban management provides a
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paradigm for increasing the use of immersive technologies to visualize data. This
includes the aim of creating a more informed citizenry. The recent introduction of the
WebXR Device API (W3C, 2022) adds support for 3D graphics rendering based on
mobile device orientation and can build immersive AR experiences on most modern
smartphones, advancing on-the-ground methods for ARGIS. These concepts, described
in the sections below, motivate this thesis project. It is both a utilization of existing
technologies and an investigation of a novel way to display open GIS data.

3.1 Open Data
Geospatial data is now more accessible by the public and the advancements in
mobile and internet technology allow for data access, analysis, and visualization away
from a desktop or laptop computer. Governments are now providing more and more
data freely to the public to access from anywhere they are, including mobile devices.
This concept is known as ‘open data’ and includes efforts by cities such as New York
City to make much of their data repositories viewable and analyzable from a web
browser (NYC Open Data, 2022). Such efforts can lead to greater access to publicly
available information. And there have been further efforts to create open geospatial data
platforms that provide many services for users to access, including web maps and the
ability to carry out citizen-science and data collection (Richardson et al., 2014). AR
provides a visualization method to connect open data sources to the public or officials
and foster a more informed citizenry.
There have been efforts to combine open data repositories with AR to provide
new ways for citizens and officials to view, interact, and collect data. Vert & Vasiu
(2017) developed an AR application for viewing current building permits. Based on their
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location, the user can view and then supplement the information provided with their own
observations. Such a two-way communication can enhance the open data repository
with additional information and improve accuracy of information. Open data access and
AR can also deepen user knowledge or provide educational opportunities. Applications
have been created to inform users on building energy usage (Francisco & Taylor, 2019)
and air pollution levels (Arbaoui, 2020). These applications increase user awareness of
their environment. Cultural heritage AR applications utilizing open data sources
(Evangelidis et al., 2020; Fanini et al., 2021) allow users to gain historical insights of
places as they were in the past, potentially deepening viewers’ sense of place.

3.2 Smart City Movement
The open data concept is closely aligned with the idea of the ‘Smart City.’ Smart
cities can be defined differently but they are notably focused on using technology and
information to better manage their affairs and impacts. Investment in becoming ‘smart’
is going up (Francisco & Taylor, 2019), including efforts by researchers to make AR
more relevant in visualizing information for city officials and citizens (Ssin et al., 2021).
This is afforded by the immersiveness and accessibility of AR (Rzeszewski and Orylski,
2021).
A smart city’s residents are better connected to information that is freely available
and easily accessible – something AR technology built on open data can facilitate. This
supports the smart city notion of smart governance. Smart governance is predicated on
better engagement between city officials and residents, in part through technological
means that can improve this engagement (Meijer & Bolívar, 2016). GIS has informed
government since its inception and its visualization has informed the public, but typically
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through either static maps or infrequent public events where most do not attend.
Technology advancement allows for citizen engagement with GIS data around the clock
and allows them to access relevant information and understand it in a way that is
meaningful to them.
With the advancement of AR technology, including being directly accessible by
many mobile phones, a range of study areas and applications for incorporating AR into
the Smart City have occurred over the last several years (Boulos et al., 2016). Projects
have included local wayfinding or viewing nearby business information (Yagol et al.,
2018; Vert & Vasiu, 2015). There is also the idea of gamefication of the real-world
through AR applications to instill citizen involvement in Smart City goals (Cavada and
Rogers, 2020). Lee et al. (2012) describe an application built to visualize a city before it
was hit by a major earthquake. Such an application can assist in rebuilding efforts.
Interoperability challenges remain between smart city systems such as GIS, BIM, and
AR applications (Shirowzhan et al., 2020). There is an opportunity for AR to facilitate
conversations between citizens and decision makers in the development of smart cities
– namely through information visualization, collaborative participation methods, and
transparency (Hunter et al., 2021). The availability of data and AR applications via the
internet are key parameters to maximize citizen participation in a smart city. Mobile web
applications built on open data provide the greatest accessibility to users.

3.2.1 Cities using AR
As an immersive technology, AR can change how city residents view and interact
with their surroundings. Cities are using AR to engage with residents through
educational and informational applications. The City of Buffalo, New York includes AR
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tools in an application for visitors to Buffalo’s Olmsted Parks including wayfinding, and
3D models of former park structures (Buffalo Olmsted Parks Conservancy, 2021). The
Philadelphia transit system is exploring ways of using AR to increase system
accessibility including new wayfinding applications (Hecht, 2021). And city officials in
Helsinki, Finland used AR to present a virtual model of a new draft street plan to the
public and obtain feedback (City of Helsinki, 2021). This thesis provides another novel
way of presenting information to city residents using AR with the aim of displaying
information in new ways.

3.3 WebXR
There are many systems available to visualize AR. Beyond research-based
models and platforms, there are commercial general-use graphics engines like Unity
and Unreal Engine with toolkits to develop AR applications. WebGL-based libraries –
Babylon.js (https://www.babylonjs.com/) and Three.js (https://threejs.org/) and a pure
WebXR-oriented library - A-frame (https://aframe.io/) allow for AR web application
development. Recent research efforts have even attempted to build open spatial data
rendering platforms that can provide any kind of spatial asset to a user in AR (Jackson
et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021). Such custom systems can be difficult to implement by
end-users if they are not regularly maintained or their documentation is not thorough.
There is an open-source mobile-based standard built on web development
models that can be utilized by anyone willing to learn HTML and Javascript. The
WebXR Device API (WebXR) is a group of standards that “support rendering 3D scenes
to hardware designed for […] adding graphical imagery to the real world” (i.e., AR)
(WebXR Device API, 2022). AR applications use mobile phones or wearable glasses
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that overlay graphics on the lenses. WebXR replaces the older WebVR API, which only
supported VR, with the addition of the WebXR Augmented Reality Module (WebXR
Device API, 2022). As an API, WebXR is a management standard that handles any
mixed reality experience in these main ways:
1. Processes the rendering of views needed to simulate 3D
2. Collects various device movement sensor data
3. Provides needed data to update the imagery shown to the user
(Fundamentals of WebXR, 2022)
There is limited research on developing mobile AR applications using open GIS
data with the WebXR standard. Rzeszewski & Orylski (2021) created several AR and
VR applications using WebXR to present urban planning simulations. These were
generally found by users to be effective in enriching understanding of built environment
planning. Yet such apps are not location-based; they are viewable anywhere in the
world. In their doctoral thesis, Arbaoui (2020) investigated the use of AR to increase
user awareness of urban environments, specifically towards air pollution. The author
developed a WebXR-based app that determines the user’s location, collects nearby air
pollution data from a connected database and renders green or red spheres on the
screen to indicate the level of good or bad air quality at their location. Testers indicated
a positive experience with the app with some noting their view of AR as playful and
something to encourage them to use the app more (Arbaoui, 2020, p. 43-44). This
research encouraged the development of this thesis project as it presents a novel
implementation of visualizing location-based open data via the WebXR Device API.
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4 Design & Implementation
4.1 Conceptual Model
The conceptual model for this project brings together the different aspects
discussed earlier – AR, GIS, Open Data, and Smart Cities. The ARGIS application is
using publicly accessible data provided as part of New York City’s open data and smart
city efforts. The application architecture is built on open-source web libraries using the
WebXR standard and the application code is available on the code-sharing platform
Github. The public, planners, and city officials have open access to the application and
can use the information for data confirmation or informational purposes. It is hoped that
such open access can increase communication between the public and decisionmakers
and enable a better-informed public. Figure 6 provides a schematic of the project’s
conceptual components.
A critical conceptual component of the AR app is its location-based nature.
Information is displayed based on the physical location of the user within New York City.
It is the combination of this location-based AR app coupled with open GIS data that
create this novel approach to utilizing the WebXR framework.
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Figure 6: A conceptual model of the project. The app is designed to harness publicly
available data to provide an immersive view of New York City’s tax lots.

4.1.1 Location-based AR
One of the most promising ways AR can benefit open data usage, smart city
development, and connect people with GIS data in a meaningful way is through its
coupling with Location Based Services (LBS). There has been much research into
location-based AR providing wayfinding (Kim et al., 2015), tourist information (Tahyudin
& Saputra, 2016), museum content (Tsai et al., 2017) and indoor navigation (Ghantous
et al., 2018). Location-based AR can enrich the user experience in a particular place,
giving further context to their local scene and perhaps informing them of something they
had not previously been aware of. For planners and city officials, location-based AR is a
way to provide confirmation or verification of data attributes, quality-check information,
or demonstrate to the public place-based attributes at the source – such as during a
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public comment period for a planned construction project or zoning change. Locationbased AR can provide at-the-source comparison between objects that are spatially near
and therefore more related than objects further away (Tobler, 1970). As such, locationbased AR directly correlates to spatial proximity and this powerful notion.
There are challenges to account for in location-based AR. The locational
accuracy of superimposed information in mobile AR applications is dependent on the
current accuracy of the device’s GPS receiver (Pierdicca et al., 2016). Accuracy can be
improved with the use of a differential GPS (DGPS) unit which utilizes a second GPS
receiver at a known location to act as the reference unit, supplying the distance error to
the mobile device for a more accurate location reading (Chivers, n.d.). Portable DGPS
have been developed and tested to accuracies of centimeter level (Stranner et al.,
2019). DGPS units are still expensive and impractical for general public use but have
been used in AR research for many years.

4.2 Data
With more than 8 million people, New York City collects a large volume of data
through its city agencies and departments. There are vast repositories of data related to
New York City’s built environment and much of it can be considered GIS data as it has
spatial and locational attributes. The New York City Department of Planning (DCP)
collects, maintains, and distributes the Primary Land Use Tax Lot Output (PLUTO™)
dataset which contains ‘extensive land use and geographic data at the tax lot level’
(DCP, 2021). PLUTO contains over 70 data fields pulled from several city departments
– Planning; Finance; Citywide Administrative Services; and the Landmarks Preservation
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Commission. There are three main types of data: 1) tax lot characteristics, 2) building
characteristics, and 3) geographic/political/administrative districts (DCP, 2021, p.1-2).
This project utilizes the PLUTO dataset as a data test use-case for its timeliness,
relevance to spatial location, and ease of comprehension by the public. According to the
DCP (2021), PLUTO is updated about once-a-month making it a timely dataset. Some
of the datasets hosted on NYC Open Data are only updated once per year or on an adhoc basis. While this is a reality of data collection and production that is inevitable,
working with a regularly updated dataset affords providing users of the app with current
information that could potentially be updated dynamically if DCP decides to give API
access. There is currently a Github data repository (https://nycplanning.github.io/dbpluto/#/) that can be accessed for the most recent PLUTO files in Shapefile,
GeoDatabase or .csv format.
PLUTO data is inherently locational data as it represents all tax lots in New York at
their specific location. The geometry associated with the dataset is valuable in creating
the 3D AR scene and providing only the relevant nearby PLUTO lots to the user. A nonlocational dataset would be difficult to apply to a user’s specific location and would not
offer the same place-based insights or reactions. Finally, the PLUTO data encompasses
fields that can be readily understood by officials and the public alike. Fields such as
‘Address,’ ‘OwnerName,’ ‘LotArea,’ and ‘YearBuilt’ are but only a few of the many fields
that can be readily discerned by a user and deepen their knowledge of a property or
area of properties.
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4.3 System Architecture
This section describes the components of the AR system and their relationships.
See Figure 7 for a visual aid to the system components. There are many ways to build a
mobile AR system for viewing data, but this particular server-client architecture was
chosen to maximize application efficiency and speed while at the same time providing
an application that runs in a mobile web browser without the need for additional
software or hardware. The system is comprised of three main components: a spatial
database, application programming interface (API), and a web application.

Figure 7: System architecture. The system is designed to run in a mobile browser and not download large amounts
of data to a user's device.

4.3.1 Spatial database
The PostgreSQL database consists of 857,198 PLUTO (release 21v4) tax lot
entries for the City of New York as well as several thousand spatial reference entries in
a separate table included with the PostGIS extension. The data were downloaded in
Esri Shapefile format and then processed via a python script using the Geopandas
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package to calculate each tax lot’s centroid geometry. The resulting Geodataframe
was exported using the Sqlalchemy package into a local PostgreSQL database.
The geometry aspects used include the centroid and boundary of each PLUTO
tax lot. The database uses the PostGIS extension for geometry manipulation and
querying, including centroid calculation. The data is hosted on a Heroku cloud server
accessible via a SQL/PostGIS query to the API. Heroku is a container-based ‘Platform
as a Service’ (PaaS) (Heroku, 2022) that allows for the deployment of web applications
with both back-end and front-end hosting.
The data is hosted on a web server so that it can be accessible from anywhere at
any time and there is no local hardware maintenance or runtime. The database tier
used (hobby-basic) allows for up to 20 connections to the server at one time at a cost of
$9 per month. More expensive plans can increase the connection limit to hundreds at a
time (Heroku, 2022a).

4.3.2 API
The API manages the exchange between the web application and the database.
A remote cloud-based server created using Node.js, it receives requests from the web
application and then queries the spatial database. Whatever results the spatial
database returns are then sent to the web application.
Use of an API processes the relevant PLUTO data faster than loading the entire
PLUTO dataset when the web application loads. The PLUTO database is over 740MB
in size, which would take several minutes or more to load at once. An API allows for a
specific database query to be made based on a user’s location, only retrieving the
necessary local data relevant to the user’s current location.
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Node.js was used because it allows for an asynchronous event-driven runtime
(Node.js, 2022) outside of a web browser which means many connections can be
handled concurrently and the node application handles the back-end of the system.
Express was used as the application framework for managing the node.js runtime and
included some further middleware. The path package is used for managing file and
directory paths (Node.js, 2022a). The cors package (Goode, 2017) allowed for the app
to handle Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) requests. And the pg package
(Carlson, 2022) allows for the connection to a PostgreSQL database and SQL querying.

4.3.3 Web application
This is the front-end of the system and runs on a user’s mobile phone web
browser locally to render the AR scene and PLUTO data. The application was built
using HTML and Javascript and includes use of three Javascript libraries: 1) Proj4js
(Adair et al., 2014) to handle geometry spatial reference system transformations, 2)
Three.js (Three.js authors, 2022) for 3D AR scene rendering, and 3) es-module-shims
(Bedford, 2022) to handle the importation of additional three.js modules. These modules
included a button feature to begin the AR scene and a CSS object creator and renderer
to display the PLUTO attribute information on the viewer’s screen within the AR scene.
A web application was chosen over a native device application for two reasons. A
web application can run in a device web browser and work on iOS or Android with only
minimal specific application architecture differentiations to account for device
orientation. Further, developing a web application allows for easier access to the data
because the user does not have to spend time downloading software and they do not
need to store any data locally when they are not running the application. The Javascript
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libraries are called on-the-fly during the running of the application and no software
needs to be downloaded.

4.4 Application Architecture
Application architecture will be discussed as it pertains to the web application
interacting with each component of the system (as described above). Generally, when
the web application is opened, a request is sent to the API which in turn sends a query
to the database. The database returns the relevant PLUTO entries to the API which
then send the results to the front-end. The AR scene is then rendered at this point and
users can interact with the data via their devices screen. Figure 8 provides a visual aid
to this process. Technical decisions are discussed within each stage of runtime.

Figure 8: Application flowchart. Once the user starts the AR scene, it is continuously rendered until cancelled by the
user. The scene must be reloaded if the user moves to a different area or wants to refresh the currently available
PLUTO lots.
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The application is comprised of three main components:
1. Geolocation request
2. API request to retrieve PLUTO data
3. AR scene generation and interaction

4.4.1 Geolocation request
When a user points their browser to the site, the navigator requests a
Geolocation object (the location request must be approved by the user). The request is
made with two optional parameters: enableHighAccuracy: true and
maximumAge: 0. enableHighAccuracy, when set to true indicates the ‘application
would like to receive the best possible results’ (MDN Web Docs, 2022). This can
increase response times and power consumption but setting this option to false could
mean a less accurate device position, impacting the PLUTO data results. Issues related
to GNSS accuracy are discussed in section 5.2.4. Upon successful obtainment of the
user’s location, relative to the accuracy of the device’s GNSS unit, the latitude/longitude
coordinates are converted to State Plane Long Island and spherical Mercator (described
in section 4.6) and a fetch request is sent to the API. The Fetch API is native to
Javascript and allows for asynchronous server requests (MDN Web Docs, 2022e).

4.4.2 API request
The API request is handled via the Node.js application using the Express
framework. Express is considered the main framework for structuring a Node.js
application and handles requests to a back-end server. The request is made using the
get() method asynchronously so the site will not be unnecessarily held up during the
database request. However, because the scene depends on relevant data to a user’s
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location, the request must finish before the scene is loaded. Another way would be to
load the scene and then have the PLUTO objects populate the scene as the data
request was fulfilled. The request is sent in SQL to the Postgres database and includes
PostGIS methods to convert the positional coordinates of the user from WGS84 to State
Plane Long Island and then creates a 75-foot buffer around the user’s locational
coordinates before finding the PLUTO geometries that intersect that buffer. These
entries are returned as the response object and converted to JSON format before being
sent to the scene creation portion of the web application.

4.4.3 AR scene
Before the scene is rendered, the type of device (Android or iOS) must be
determined in order to account for correct scene orientation. Three.js scenes will load to
a camera’s ‘north’ orientation by default. This means the scene will load in front of
where the device camera is currently pointed. Because this application renders
geographically oriented objects, the scene must load in the correct orientation for the
objects (PLUTO data points) to ‘line-up’ with their real-world counterparts (buildings). In
order to accomplish this the DeviceOrientationEvent event is used. The
DeviceOrientationEvent provides information about the physical orientation of the
mobile device (MDN Web Docs, 2022d) by using internal detection technologies such
as magnetometers. In this use-case, the DeviceOrientationEvent.alpha property
is useful – it returns a number in degrees (0 to 360) representing the motion of the
device around the z-axis (up/down). Devices detect absolute orientation (iPhone, some
Android) or relative orientation (other Android) so in the former case, the number can be
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used to offset the AR scene to account for the user’s position. In the case of relative
orientation, the user must be instructed to stand facing where they believe North to be.
The AR scene is created using the Three.js graphics library (www.threejs.org;
Three.js authors, 2022). Three.js a cross-browser general-purpose 3D rendering library
built on WebGL, first released in 2013. Scenes consist of a THREE.Scene() object and
renderer and at least one camera, light, and geometric objects. A
THREE.PerspectiveCamera() object is used to give the most real-world
approximation of a human eye view (Three.js authors, 2022). A
THREE.DirectionalLight() object is used to simulate natural daylight on the
objects (they appear lit from all sides). The main THREE.WebGLRenderer() displays
the scene using WebGL or Web Graphics Library, a Javascript API for rendering
interactive 2D and 3D graphics (WebGL, 2022). The WebXRManager class is also
enabled in order to render the scene in AR and not VR (VR is the default for Three.js).
3D cubes are generated at the State Plane Long Island (see Section 4.5) coordinates of
each tax lot centroid. The cubes are placed based on their relative distance from the
user position (Figure 9) and converted to the default Three.js distance unit of meter.
This positioning formula is:

((𝑋𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 − 𝑋𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 ) × 0.3048 ; 0[ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒] ; (𝑌𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 − 𝑌𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 ) × 0.3048)
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Figure 9: Transformation of the real-world coordinates of the user and PLUTO centroids to AR scene world
coordinates. The user is the origin position in the AR scene, so all PLUTO centroids have to be positioned in relation
to the origin coordinates of (0, 0, 0).

The Three.js axis system has a left-right X-axis, vertical Y-axis, and front-back Zaxis (Figure 10). Positioning coordinates use the X and Z coordinates to control their
placement and the Y controls their altitude. All cubes are placed at a default height of 0
which corresponds with the height of the user’s device.

Figure 10: Three.js world axes. The camera is positioned at
the origin and looks towards the negative z-axis.
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An array of corresponding PLUTO attribute data is attached to each cube. Each
cube can be tapped on the screen to display the PLUTO information for that tax lot. The
application utilizes the Raycaster class to record the vector being sent from the point
where the screen is tapped into the scene and whether any objects intersect this
raycaster. A raycaster is also used to toggle the attribute information and leaflet map.
The lot information is displayed as a label using the CSS2DRenderer class on a semitransparent 2D plane generated in front of the user. This creates crisp text that does not
block the view of the scene for the user and can be toggled on or off. Only one PLUTO
lot can be viewed at one time to discourage overcrowding of information in the scene.
Once the scene initially loads, a vertical 3D plane is placed facing North. This plane is
textured with a static 2D Mapbox base map of the surrounding area to the user as well
as a polygon overlay of the specific PLUTO lots closest to the user’s location. This map
is a static image tile loaded from the Mapbox Static Images API (Mapbox, 2022) using
the Three.js TextureLoader class. A GeoJSON of the applicable PLUTO lot boundary
geometry is included in the map API request and overlayed over the base map image. A
selected PLUTO lot will appear magenta, while unselected lots appear cyan.
The application does not automatically refresh based on the user’s movement; it
is designed to view information from a generally static position. If the user desires to
view different lots, they must move before reloading the application. This modality was
chosen to save resources and prevent geometries from being loaded or unloaded
dynamically, which could confuse a user or lead to discrepancies in the placement of
data. As pointed out in section 5.2.4, GNSS positions can sometimes change
dramatically for mobile devices, especially in urban areas with tall surrounding buildings.
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4.5 User Interface and User Experience
User Experience (UX) and User Interface (UI) models in web application
development stem from human-computer interaction research. Designing an intuitive
and effective UX and UI is critical in any AR application. Location-based AR
applications need to have an appropriate UX/UI design that accounts for the locational
aspect of the data. Further, the attributional data itself informs the UX/UI design in order
to be relevant to the user. The main components of interaction in an AR system are the
user, the UI, and the virtual content (Ghazwani & Smith, 2020). Challenges include
visibility of the content, size of the user’s device, the content engagement method and
content updating (Ghazwani & Smith, 2020).
For this application, the user could be a city official, planner, or resident of New
York City. Considerations include how to visualize the information and how to control
interaction with the information. It is important to inform the user while not overwhelming
them with data or creating a confusing immersive environment.
The UX/UI were designed to create a simple visualization of a logical abstraction
of the data while allowing for the user to gain insights from and focus their attention on
the scene. As the data loads, the user is given instructions on how to interact with the
AR scene (Figure 11a). Once the scene loads, if the user is within 75 feet of any
PLUTO lot centroids, those centroids will appear superimposed over the screen as cyan
cubes (Figure 11b). This gives the impression of the cubes being inset within the
property. It also makes them easier to tap because they are generally evenly spaced
apart and large enough to register tap events from a finger. The user can stand and
point their phone in 360 degrees to view all the cubes rendered.
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Once a cube is tapped its color turns to magenta and the PLUTO information is
displayed in front of the user’s position within the scene (Figure 11c). This allows the
user to simply hold their phone to view the data, using their finger to ‘scroll’ through the
attribute information. The 2D top-down context map colors the geometry the same way
as the cubes to deepen the spatial context of the scene (Figure 11d). If the user taps
another cube, the PLUTO data will change, and the newly tapped cube will turn
magenta while the previous cube will become cyan again. If the user taps any non-cube
area of their screen, the information HUD will disappear. If the user wishes to view
PLUTO information not in the current scene, they must move to a new location and
reload the application in order to retrieve nearby PLUTO lots.
The attribute information and context map provide information depth and
contextualize the scene for the user. The attribute overlay can be removed to reduce
scene clutter. Because the 2D map (Figure 11e) is part of the scene, it remains in place
where it was originally positioned and does not clutter the view. It can be viewed
whenever the user needs to contextualize the PLUTO cubes and if a cube is currently
selected, it is highlighted the same way on the map (Figure 11f). These features are not
interactive to keep application functionality simple and not interfere with the ability to
select PLUTO cubes. Possible ways of adding basic GIS analysis and further interaction
are given in section 5.3.
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Figure 11: Screenshots of application: a) initial instructions; b) PLUTO cubes; c) selected cube with attributes overlay;
d) 2D map; e) selected PLUTO lot; f) all scene elements together.
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4.6 Application testing
Testing of the application was made to note performance issues, effects of the
built environment on GNSS accuracy, and spatial reference system impacts on the
placement of the 3D objects. Testing was performed using an iPhone 12 Mini running
the latest iOS (15.3.1) at the time.
To test application performance, spatial database queries were made at 500,
250, and 50-meter buffers and the scene loading time was calculated in milliseconds.
Because the Geolocation API is being asked to return as accurate a device position as
possible, there could be instances of slowdown if the GNSS position was harder to
determine. Because of this, the buffer sizes were tested from the same position and an
average time taken from 10 tests.
Effects of the built environment on GNSS readings and the AR scene were
tested using two different built environment areas common in New York City. The first is
an area of dense but shorter residential buildings of around three stories – Sunnyside,
Queens (Location A). The second is an area of many residential high-rise buildings
around 15 stories – the Upper East Side, Manhattan (Location B). The application was
loaded in three different locations within each area and the
GeolocationCoordinates.accuracy value was read to determine how accurate
the longitude/latitude readings were (in meters with a 95% confidence interval) (MDN
Web Docs, 2022c) to the actual position of the device.
The effects of a spatial reference system on object placement were tested with
two widely used coordinate reference systems (CRS) - one global and one local. The
global system is Spherical Mercator (EPSG 3857), a projected coordinate system widely
used in web mapping, such as Google Maps and Open Street Maps, based on the
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WGS84 datum (MapTiler Team, 2022a). The local CRS is known as State Plane Long
Island (EPSG 2263) based on the NAD83 datum and is used for medium to large-scale
engineering surveys (MapTiler Team, 2022) and is a good large-scale mapping
projection for New York City. The application was loaded in both locations using both
projections and screen video captures were taken to show the differences in PLUTO
centroid placement (Appendix D, Videos 3 and 4).
In addition to the above functional testing scenarios, application logic was tested
throughout the development process via unit, integration, and acceptance testing (Pittet,
2022). Unit testing includes testing components of the application software such as
individual functions, variable settings and formulas. Integration tests focus on how
different components of the application work together, such as testing database queries
with fetch requests or tap events and the 2D map update. Acceptance testing includes
running the complete application and checking for errors based on normal user
operation. Performance testing was also run during acceptance testing (section 5.1).
Finally, smoke testing was carried out during new builds of the application to check for
expected functionality.
Individual portions of the application were built separately and tested for
functionality. These included an application to find a user’s current location and display
their coordinates on a web page; an application that returned several attributes of any
nearby PLUTO lot based on a database query that would update every 20 seconds with
new properties if the user moved; an application to test device orientation by displaying
the devices DeviceOrientationEvent values; and a test of the three.js geometry
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through an AR app that generated cubes in front of the device camera when the screen
was tapped.

5 Results & Discussion
5.1 Results
Results are given for each tested aspect of the application and an overall
demonstration of the application is provided in a screen-captured video accessed via a
link provided in Appendix D (Video 1). Discussion of the app’s performance including
aspects that may be improved or modified are presented afterwards. Generally, the
application is able to provide nearby PLUTO property information to the viewer in three
different AR-based visualizations – 3D floating cubes showing available data to access,
attributional information of each PLUTO lot presented as text within the scene, and an
in-scene 2D map providing a top-down view of the selected PLUTO lot in relation to the
other available lots in the scene.
The application speed test showed a positive correlation between longer PLUTO
data load times and increased buffer (ST_Buffer) size. Results are given in Table 2
and show that in Location A, a 50-meter buffer completed in around half the time of a
500-meter buffer. However, the 50-meter buffer only returned on average 19 properties
Table 2: Results from load time test using different spatial query buffers at Location A and Location B. Generally, the
larger the spatial buffer, the longer it took PLUTO properties to load however load times averaged one second or
less.
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in Location A while the 500-meter buffer returned 941 properties in less than a second.
All buffers return applicable geometry in around one second or less on average creating
a very fast query and application performance. In Location B, the same trend continued
however the 50-meter buffer had a large outlier of one 6-second load time. Removing
the outlier, the average load time for 50m was 380ms, then 536ms for 250m and
1047ms for 500m. The load times at Location A and B are similar at the 50m and 250m
buffers. At a 500m buffer, Location A queries return more properties per millisecond
than Location B. This could be due to the higher number of properties per unit of area at
Location A (smaller properties, more numerous) compared to Location B (larger
properties, fewer), however Location B load times would then be about half of what they
are to account for a lower building density. Alternatively, GNSS signal is likely reduced
by the taller buildings at Location B negatively affecting the spatial query load time.
These results are evident in the efficiency ratios of PLUTO property loaded per
millisecond at each buffer, given in Figure 12. The most efficient buffer distance at both

Figure 12: Load efficiency ratio as number of properties loaded per millisecond at
each buffer size. Both locations are similar at 50m and 250m. At 500m, Location A
loads more properties per millisecond than Location B.
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locations is the 500-meter, however loading so many tax lot centroids can create a
confusing scene for the viewer (see Appendix D, Video 2).
Testing of GNSS accuracy showed a wide range of device location accuracy. In
Location A at all three locations the accuracy was either 15 or 35 meters. In Location B,
the accuracy was more dependent on the surrounding building height. Readings taken
where buildings were around 15-stories returned accuracy readings of 35 to 40 meters
while a reading taken from a street where building height is around 4-stories returned an
accuracy of 16 meters. Opening a navigation app (Google Maps) before loading the AR
application was found to improve accuracy. This is because Google Maps uses the
watchPosition() method of the Geolocation API, which means in a short time the
app can get a more accurate reading of the user’s location because it is constantly
asking for the position. This application only asks for the position from the outset,
leading to a less accurate result at times. With the iPhone used for testing, the lowest
accuracy error achieved was 11 meters.
Two coordinate reference systems were tested when building the three.js AR
scene. Table 3 shows the differences in distance along the x and y axes. The AR scene
was loaded in Location A and the coordinates of the viewer and two nearby PLUTO lots
Table 3: Distance differences between two PLUTO lots and the viewer for two different
coordinate reference systems. The distances between PLUTO lots and the viewer are
shorter in the State Plane Long Island projection compared to the spherical Mercator
projection.
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were recorded. The distance between the user and the PLUTO lots was less using the
State Plane Long Island CRS compared to the spherical Mercator projection. As can be
seen in Appendix D, the PLUTO cubes appear larger in Video 3 (State Plane Long
Island) than Video 4 (spherical Mercator). State Plane Long Island is the preferred CRS
because it creates more easily tappable PLUTO cubes, especially when attempting to
view PLUTO information from the other side of the street.

5.2 Discussion
This section discusses the advantages and challenges manifested in developing
this mobile ARGIS application. Application strengths include interoperability,
performance, and its web-based framework. Challenges surround GNSS accuracy,
object tracking, and the lack of analytical ability. In section 5.3, future improvements
addressing these challenges are discussed.

5.2.1 Interoperability
In an age of competing technologies and consolidations, the GIS world is not
immune to certain market pressures. However, there are open-source options when it
comes to developing mobile ARGIS applications. This project was developed to be able
to run on a mobile iOS device using Mozilla’s WebXR Viewer browser or an Android
device running Google Chrome. Testing showed both types of devices were able to run
the application, however some Android devices were not able to take advantage of the
automatic scene calibration due to failing the magnetometer detection (discussed in
4.4.3). In creating ARGIS applications, interoperability is important in order to reach the
widest audience while also allowing for application extensibility. Spatial datasets
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besides PLUTO could be used in such an application with minimal preprocessing of the
data.

5.2.2 Performance
Application performance was found to be generally good. The application builds
the AR scene quickly and can be refreshed in the browser easily without data loss as it
is designed to only view geospatial information. With increasingly faster mobile
networks and more powerful devices, the ability to load data and render 3D graphics
has become much faster and practical and this application takes advantage of these
trends. Performance is most negatively affected by a harder to obtain GNSS position as
a slow geolocation response delays the PLUTO data collection.

5.2.3 Web-based framework
Developing a cloud-based WebXR mobile application affords the easiest ability to
share, download, develop, and test. Development occurred using two different laptop
computers in two different locations. The online code-sharing and hosting platform,
Github was used to host the code repository and download to local computers during
development. The PLUTO database was hosted via the Heroku cloud application
platform allowing for the application to work anywhere within New York City’s limits. The
repository is publicly available (https://github.com/chimpchimpo21/nyc-pluto-ar) along
with the application (https://nyc-pluto-ar.herokuapp.com). City agency staff or the public
can make comments or requests via Github. Further, anyone wanting to modify the
application can download the code and create their own version.
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5.2.4 Accuracy
GNSS accuracy on mobile devices presents some locational positioning
challenges. According to the National Coordination Office for Space-Based Positioning,
Navigation, and Timing (2022), several factors can affect GPS accuracy including
satellite geometry, signal blockage (Figure 13), atmospheric conditions, and the device

Figure 13: GPS accuracy is affected by the built
environment via reflected or blocked signals. Source:
National Coordination Office for Space-Based Positioning,
Navigation, and Timing, 2022.

receiver - such factors also impact the broader GNSS system. In New York City,
especially Manhattan, building height can have a dramatic effect on GPS accuracy
because the GNSS signals are reflecting off or being blocked by buildings. van Diggelen
& Enge (2015) tested GPS accuracy on more than 1,000 mobile devices in more than
100 countries and found the average accuracy radius to be 4.9 meters. Further, the
authors found accuracy in urban areas to be correlated with building height. This finding
held true in the testing of this application. Accuracy readings were never better than
11m, but generally the PLUTO object cubes rendered closely to their corresponding
real-world properties. This is partly why the PLUTO geometry centroids were calculated
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so that even if a cube was a few meters off its mark, it could still be contained within the
real-world property boundary. The addition of a static 2D map within the scene showing
the currently loaded PLUTO properties adds spatial context for the viewer, reducing the
need to rely on the exact placement of the cubes in order to establish spatial reference
awareness. The additional use of a DGPS receiver could potentially allow for more
accurate PLUTO object cube placement.

5.2.5 Object tracking
During the initial building of the web application, a Javascript library called AR.js
(built on the A-Frame library) was utilized in the testing of a sample AR scene using
three location-based markers. There were significant issues with object tracking in the
rendered scene which created cubes that tended to ‘stick’ to the camera as it moved
around. This problem was reduced when the three.js library was used instead, however
the PLUTO cubes move with the camera slightly if the user moves in any direction once
the scene is loaded. This is another reason the spatial query was set at 75 feet in order
to allow for a manageable number of PLUTO lots to load into the scene and be viewed.
Viewing the scene from a stationary position while turning the device in any direction
keeps the cubes stationary. There are Javascript libraries (Zappar-xr, 2022) that can
render world-locked objects; however, these were not explored in-depth for this project
because they are not free, and the application is not necessarily intended to allow a
user to walk around a scene. The generated scenes are large by VR/AR standards
normally based on room-scale, and so stationary viewing of the PLUTO object cubes
affords the best user experience. A dynamically rendered scene would be something to
explore in future iterations of this application.
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5.3 Next steps
Like many software applications, there are many ways to modify a project and
add or improve features. In creating an ARGIS application, besides viewing the GIS
information another important aspect is doing queries and analysis. This project could
benefit from the addition of a custom query feature as well as statistical and
comparative spatial analysis features. Additionally, the project could improve locational
accuracy.
A custom query could allow the user to create a more tailored data experience
based on their needs. This would include adding functionality for the user to specify the
spatial buffer for the query of surrounding PLUTO properties as well as being able to
choose which PLUTO attributes they wanted to view. This could increase or reduce
data throughput depending on the user’s requests but would allow for a more
meaningful data result to be presented.
Another way to present a more relevant experience would also deepen the sense
of place and knowledge-making the app can provide. Summary statistics functionality
along with a comparative spatial analysis feature could accomplish these aims. PLUTO
information loaded into a given scene could be statistically compared to itself or the citywide dataset allowing for attribute comparisons. A comparative spatial analysis such as
a Getis-Ord Gi* could also inform the user if they were viewing PLUTO properties within
a ‘hot’ or ‘cold’ spot - whether the variable measured is considerably higher or lower (or
neither) than the average, locally or city-wide. Both analyses could be displayed using
graphs or map graphics within the scene, enriching the user experience through
increasing analytical and spatial context.
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Improving locational accuracy while providing real-time scene updates as a
viewer walks around New York City could make this application more user-friendly and
useful. Location accuracy can improve when a user’s movements are tracked for a time
rather than obtained once. The Geolocation.watchPosition() method can track a
user’s location for a specified time or until it reaches a certain location, possibly a known
geolocational position, and then be turned off (MDN Web Docs, 2021). Sending more
than one call for Geolocation can allow for a more accurate positioning. Further, the AR
scene could be programmed to check for the user’s location occasionally and add or
remove PLUTO objects from the scene as needed to have the scene ‘move’ with the
user. Such a feature would create a more dynamic and seamless experience.

6 Conclusion
Mobile AR technology is very new – the W3C wrote their first standards document
for WebXR in 2019 (W3C, 2022), but it has a great potential to enhance GIS
visualization and analysis. In this thesis paper, a novel mobile web-based AR
application for viewing open GIS data is presented as a proof-of-technology. AR can
allow geographic data to become location-based and easily viewed in real time.
Motivations for this proof-of-technology drew from the aims of the smart cities
movement to use technology to better inform citizens and government. This is partially
achieved through the dissemination of open data and in particular location-based data.
Open web-based standards and frameworks offer the ability to develop data
visualization solutions that are extensible and adaptable for other public use-cases.
The design and implementation of this application focused on providing a locationbased experience. The PLUTO dataset used includes locational and spatial geometry
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that are presented to the viewer based on their location. The web-based nature of the
system architecture utilizes a cloud client-server model to quickly return the relevant
data via an API. The application is built using a powerful open-source 3D graphics
library that runs on a user’s mobile web browser. The application is designed to be
simple and intuitive and provide spatial context for the user via a 2D map inset within
the AR scene. Application testing included load performance, device accuracy, and two
different spatial reference systems.
Results show the app successfully provides a user with nearby PLUTO tax lot
properties via an AR scene. Each lot’s PLUTO data and relative location can be viewed.
The application’s strengths include its interoperability, performance, and web-based
framework. Scene accuracy and object tracking remain challenges for developing webbased ARGIS applications.
There have been great technological strides in the visualization of geographic
information, web development, and mobile computing. Web browsers can now display
3D immersive environments on a mobile phone in real-time with low latency. More GIS
data is available for public review and analysis. Notions of public participation, citizen
science, and government transparency combine to foster an environment of data
exploration and application innovation. It is the intersection of technology, data, and
participation where ARGIS can play a significant role.
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Appendices
A index.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1, userscalable=no">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css">
<!-- js package to handle crs projections -->
<script
src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/proj4js/2.7.5/proj4.js"></script>
<title>Nearby PLUTO lots</title>
</head>
<body>
<pre id = "info">Loading</pre>
<div id = "exp"><br>This is an application to view NYC's PLUTO dataset in
augmented reality.<br><br> Tap the <span style="color: #00feef">cyan</span> cubes
to view that property's PLUTO information. A selected cube turns <span
style="color: #ff10f0">magenta</span>.<br>You can use your finger to scroll
through the information overlaid on the screen.<br>Look around to find a 2D map
showing all the PLUTO lots that loaded and the currently selected lot.<br>Tap
anywhere besides a cube to clear the currently displayed PLUTO information.</div>
<!-- js package to handle imports of three.js modules -->
<script async src="https://unpkg.com/es-module-shims@1.4.7/dist/esmodule-shims.js"></script>
<!-- set import map variables -->
<script type="importmap">
{
"imports": {
"three": "https://unpkg.com/three@0.138.0/build/three.module.js",
"arbutton":
"https://unpkg.com/three/examples/jsm/webxr/ARButton.js",
"css2drenderer":
"https://unpkg.com/three/examples/jsm/renderers/CSS2DRenderer.js"
}
}
</script>
<!--Main script for AR application-->
<script type="module">
// import needed three.js modules from the import map
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import * as THREE from 'three';
import { ARButton } from 'arbutton';
import { CSS2DRenderer, CSS2DObject } from 'css2drenderer';
// declare variable for start time to measure application load
performance
var t0 = 0;
// declare variable pointing to DOM 'info' element and 'exp' element
const info = document.getElementById( 'info' );
const exp = document.getElementById( 'exp' );
// declare container, camera, controller, scene, renderer,
labelRenderer
var container;
var camera, controller, scene, renderer, labelRenderer;
// test to declare variable copy of json promise
var long;
var lat;
var Json;
// test to declare start and end of geojson text format;
var geojsonStart = `{"type":"Feature","geometry":`;
var geojsonEnd = `,"properties":{"stroke":"#00FEEF",
"fill":"#00FEEF"}}`;
// declare array to group returned geometry geojsons; variables for
URI encoded geojson and texture to be used as static 2D map
var geojsons = [];
var encodedGeojson, texture;
// declare map group variable
var mapGroup = new THREE.Group();
var cubeGroup = new THREE.Group();
// declare variable for tracking if Android magnetometer was handled;
array for PLUTO cubes that have been tapped; array for PLUTO cubes that have been
created
var magnet = 0;
var objects = [];
var cubes = [];
// declare three.js pointer vector and three.js raycaster object for
tracing vector from screen tap to object's the scene
const pointer = new THREE.Vector2();
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const raycaster = new THREE.Raycaster();
// declare element to hold PLUTO attribute text and create
CSS2DObject of the element to appear in the AR scene
const planeDiv = document.createElement( 'div' );
planeDiv.className = 'label';
const planeLabel = new CSS2DObject( planeDiv );
// declare reference to cube with attribute info most recently
displayed
var lastTappedCube;
// declare 2D map geometry
const mapGeometry = new THREE.PlaneGeometry( 0.5, 0.5 );
// declare crs epsg definitions
const epsg_sm = 'EPSG:3857';
const epsg_sp = '+proj=lcc +lat_1=41.03333333333333
+lat_2=40.66666666666666 +lat_0=40.16666666666666 +lon_0=-74
+x_0=300000.0000000001 +y_0=0 +ellps=GRS80 +towgs84=0,0,0,0,0,0,0 +units=us-ft
+no_defs';
// ########## APPLICATION PART 1: Determine User's Geolocation
##########
// declare Geolocation object variables for obtaining more accurate
position (mostly for Android devices)
var options = {
enableHighAccuracy: true,
maximumAge: 0
};
// function runs if Geolocation is successful (leads to next two
parts of application)
// This function creates variables of the user's positional
coordinates and then converts them to
// two other EPSG's (3857, 2263) before sending the user's long/lat
coordinates to the API.
function success(pos) {
var crd = pos.coords;
// console.log(pos);
var acc = crd.accuracy;
// console.log(acc);
long = crd.longitude;
lat = crd.latitude;
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var coords = [long, lat]
var sm_crds = proj4(epsg_sm, coords);
var sp_crds = proj4(epsg_sp, coords);
// fetch request to query postgres db for PLUTO tax lots within
50 meters of user's current location
// assign performance variable to timestamp to start load
performance check
t0 = performance.now();
// ########## APPLICATION PART 2: API Request ##########
// fetch() request to the API including the user's long/lat
coordinates
fetch(`https://nyc-plutoar.herokuapp.com/db?long=${long}&lat=${lat}`)
// response from server is converted to JSON format
.then(response => response.json())
.then(json => {
Json = json;
// console.log(json);
// declare second performance variable to calculate the
stop of the PLUTO loading
const t1 = performance.now();
info.textContent = `loaded ${json.length} pluto in ${t1t0} ms \naccuracy: ${acc} meters\nTap 'Start AR' Button`;
// ########## APPLICATION PART 3: THREE.JS AR SCENE
##########
// init() sets up the AR scene using the coordinates of
the user, along with their projected coordinates and the PLUTO data in JSON
format
init(long, lat, sm_crds, sp_crds, json);
// animate() renders the scene in real-time
animate();
})
}
// function runs if there is an error sent from Geolocation API
request
function error(err) {
console.warn(`ERROR(${err.code}): ${err.message}`);
}
// this initializes the Geolocation API request and tells the script
what to do depending on the status of the request
navigator.geolocation.getCurrentPosition(success, error, [options]);
// three.js init(), onWindowResize, animate, render functions
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// function to initialize the THREE.js AR scene
function init(long, lat, sm_crds, sp_crds, json) {
// testing encoding the jsons geojson features
var geojsonStart = `{"type":"Feature","geometry":`;
var geojsonEnd = `,"properties":{"stroke":"#00FEEF",
"fill":"#00FEEF"}}`;
for(let each = 0; each < json.length; each++) {
geojsons.push(geojsonStart + json[each].geojson +
geojsonEnd);
}
// console.log(geojsons);
var geojson = `{"type": "FeatureCollection",
"features":[${geojsons}]}`;
// console.log(geojson);
encodedGeojson = encodeURIComponent(`${geojson}`);
texture = new THREE.TextureLoader().load(
`https://api.mapbox.com/styles/v1/mapbox/streetsv11/static/geojson(${encodedGeojson})/${long},${lat},18/1280x1280?access_token=pk
.eyJ1IjoibW93YXJkMTIiLCJhIjoiY2ttMHFkbzd0MDJlZTJxbXNyNGxzZGJzaSJ9.KyxNm2KzwhMm0YP
hU4sARg` );
const textBacking = new THREE.MeshBasicMaterial( {map: texture,
transparent: true, opacity: 0.6, color: 0xffffff, side: THREE.DoubleSide} );
const mapPlane = new THREE.Mesh( mapGeometry, textBacking );
mapGroup.add( mapPlane );
mapPlane.position.set( 0.5, 0, -1 );
// scene.add( mapPlane );

const once = {
once: true
}
var offset;
function startOrient() {
window.addEventListener( "touchend", checkOrientation, once
);
}
container = document.createElement( 'div' );
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document.body.appendChild( container );
scene = new THREE.Scene();
// const group = new THREE.Group();
camera = new THREE.PerspectiveCamera( 45, window.innerWidth /
window.innerHeight, 0.01, 100 );
const light = new THREE.DirectionalLight( 0xffffff, 1 );
// light.position.set( 0, 10, 0 );
scene.add( light );
// scene renderer
renderer = new THREE.WebGLRenderer( { antialias: true, alpha:
true } );
renderer.setPixelRatio( window.devicePixelRatio );
renderer.setSize( window.innerWidth, window.innerHeight );
renderer.xr.enabled = true;
container.appendChild( renderer.domElement );
// label Renderer
labelRenderer = new CSS2DRenderer();
labelRenderer.setSize( window.innerWidth, window.innerHeight );
labelRenderer.domElement.style.position = 'absolute';
labelRenderer.domElement.style.top = '0px';
document.body.appendChild( labelRenderer.domElement );
// ARButton to load scene
document.body.appendChild( ARButton.createButton( renderer, {
optionalFeatures: [ 'dom-overlay', 'dom-overlay-for-handheldar' ],
domOverlay: { root: document.body }
} ) );
// controller
controller = renderer.xr.getController( 0 );
scene.add( controller );
// initial box geometry
var pluto_geometry = new THREE.BoxGeometry( 3, 3, 3);
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document.addEventListener( 'pointerup', startOrient, once );
// check for iOS orientation and render/rotate objects as
necessary
function handleiOSOrientation(event) {
// info.innerText = "iOS detected"
info.style.display = "none";
exp.style.display = "none";
var compassDir = event.webkitCompassHeading;
if (compassDir === 0) {
checkOrientation();
}
offset = compassDir * (Math.PI/180);
for (const each of json) {
var plutoMaterial = new THREE.MeshBasicMaterial( { color:
0x00feef } );
var pluto_location = new THREE.Mesh( pluto_geometry,
plutoMaterial );
// spherical mercator positioning
// pluto_location.position.set(each.st_x-sm_crds[0], 0,
sm_crds[1]-each.st_y).applyMatrix4( controller.matrixWorld );
// pluto_location.quaternion.setFromRotationMatrix(
controller.matrixWorld );
// state plane positioning
pluto_location.position.set((each.st_xsp_crds[0])*0.3048, 0, (sp_crds[1]-each.st_y)*0.3048).applyMatrix4(
controller.matrixWorld );
pluto_location.quaternion.setFromRotationMatrix(
controller.matrixWorld );
pluto_location.userData = Object.entries(each);
// scene.add( pluto_location );
cubeGroup.add( pluto_location );
}
// cubes.push( group );
cubes.push( cubeGroup );
scene.rotation.y = offset;
scene.add( mapGroup );
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mapPlane.rotation.y += -offset;
mapPlane.lookAt( 0, 0, 0 );
scene.add( cubeGroup );
document.addEventListener( 'pointerup', onTouchUp, false );
}
function handleOrientation(event) {
// info.innerText = "Android detected"
info.style.display = "none";
exp.style.display = "none";
var alpha = event.alpha;
var absolute = event.absolute;
if (absolute != "true" && magnet === 0) {
info.style.display = "inline"
magnet = 1;
window.addEventListener( 'pointerup',
handleNonOrientation, once);
info.innerText = `No magnetometer detected. \nPlease face
'north' now. \nPlease tap screen to reload.`;
} else {
offset = alpha * (Math.PI/180);
for (const each of json) {
var plutoMaterial = new THREE.MeshBasicMaterial( {
color: 0x00feef } );
var pluto_location = new THREE.Mesh( pluto_geometry,
plutoMaterial );
pluto_location.position.set((each.st_xsp_crds[0])*0.3048, 0, (sp_crds[1]-each.st_y)*0.3048).applyMatrix4(
controller.matrixWorld );
pluto_location.quaternion.setFromRotationMatrix(
controller.matrixWorld );
pluto_location.userData = Object.entries(each);
cubeGroup.add( pluto_location );
}
cubes.push( cubeGroup );
scene.rotation.y = -offset;
scene.add( mapGroup );
mapPlane.rotation.y += -offset;
mapPlane.lookAt( 0, 0, 0 );
scene.add( cubeGroup );
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document.addEventListener( 'pointerup', onTouchUp, false
);
}
}
function handleNonOrientation(event) {
info.style.display = "none";
exp.style.display = "none";
for (const each of json) {
var plutoMaterial = new THREE.MeshBasicMaterial( { color:
0x00feef } );
var pluto_location = new THREE.Mesh( pluto_geometry,
plutoMaterial );
// pluto_location.position.set(each.st_x-sm_crds[0], 0,
sm_crds[1]-each.st_y);
pluto_location.position.set((each.st_xsp_crds[0])*0.3048, 0, (sp_crds[1]-each.st_y)*0.3048).applyMatrix4(
controller.matrixWorld );
pluto_location.quaternion.setFromRotationMatrix(
controller.matrixWorld );
pluto_location.userData = Object.entries(each);
cubeGroup.add( pluto_location );
}
cubes.push( cubeGroup );
scene.add( mapGroup );
mapPlane.rotation.y += -offset;
mapPlane.lookAt( 0, 0, 0 );
scene.add( cubeGroup );
document.addEventListener( 'pointerup', onTouchUp, false );
}
// function to check orientation device type and send to
appropriate orientation/rotation function
function checkOrientation() {
// console.log('starting to check orientation');
if (typeof DeviceOrientationEvent.requestPermission ===
'function') {
DeviceOrientationEvent.requestPermission()
.then(permissionState => {
if (permissionState === 'granted') {
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window.addEventListener( 'deviceorientation',
handleiOSOrientation, once);
}
})
.catch(console.error);
} else {
window.addEventListener( 'deviceorientation',
handleOrientation, once);
}
}
}
// function to handle interaction events when user taps the screen
including highlighting the appropriate
// PLUTO cube, displaying its attribute information, and rendering
the 2D context map
function onTouchUp( event ) {
pointer.x = ( event.clientX / window.innerWidth ) * 2 - 1;
pointer.y = -( event.clientY / window.innerHeight ) * 2 + 1;
// console.log(pointer.x, pointer.y);
raycaster.setFromCamera( pointer, camera );
var intersects = raycaster.intersectObjects( cubes );
if (intersects.length < 1) {
// needs to set all cubes to original color
lastTappedCube.remove( planeLabel );
cubeGroup.children.forEach( child => {
child.material.color.set( 0x00feef );
child.material.needsUpdate = true;
});
// call function to reset map texture to original texture
resetMap();
pointer.x = null;
pointer.y = null;
} else {
if (objects.length > 0) {
for (let i = 0; i < objects.length; i++) {
objects[i].object.remove( planeLabel );
objects.pop();
}
cubeGroup.children.forEach( child => {
child.material.color.set( 0x00feef );
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child.material.needsUpdate = true;
})
}
for ( let i = 0; i < intersects.length ; i++ ) {
intersects[i].object.material.color.set( 0xff10f0 );
planeDiv.textContent =
`${Object.entries(intersects[i].object.userData).join("\n")}`;
intersects[i].object.add( planeLabel );
lastTappedCube = intersects[i].object;
// end of test
objects.push(intersects[i]);
// call function to highlight tapped cube's tax lot
boundary on the 2D map
updateMap(intersects[i].object.userData);
}
}
}
function updateMap(selectedGeojson) {
var highlightedGeojsons = [];
var newEnding = `,"properties":{"stroke":"#FF10F0",
"fill":"#FF10F0"}}`;
var highlightedLot = geojsonStart + selectedGeojson[98][1]
+

newEnding;
for(let each = 0; each < Json.length; each++) {
highlightedGeojsons.push(geojsonStart + Json[each].geojson +

geojsonEnd);
}
highlightedGeojsons.push(highlightedLot);
var highlightedGeojson = `{"type": "FeatureCollection",
"features":[${highlightedGeojsons}]}`;
var highlightedEncodedGeojson =
encodeURIComponent(`${highlightedGeojson}`);
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texture = new THREE.TextureLoader().load(
`https://api.mapbox.com/styles/v1/mapbox/streetsv11/static/geojson(${highlightedEncodedGeojson})/${long},${lat},18/1280x1280?acce
ss_token=pk.eyJ1IjoibW93YXJkMTIiLCJhIjoiY2ttMHFkbzd0MDJlZTJxbXNyNGxzZGJzaSJ9.KyxN
m2KzwhMm0YPhU4sARg` );
mapGroup.children.forEach( child => {
child.material.map = texture;
child.material.needsUpdate = true;
child.material.map.needsUpdate = true;
});
}
function resetMap() {
texture = new THREE.TextureLoader().load(
`https://api.mapbox.com/styles/v1/mapbox/streetsv11/static/geojson(${encodedGeojson})/${long},${lat},18/1280x1280?access_token=pk
.eyJ1IjoibW93YXJkMTIiLCJhIjoiY2ttMHFkbzd0MDJlZTJxbXNyNGxzZGJzaSJ9.KyxNm2KzwhMm0YP
hU4sARg` );
mapGroup.children.forEach( child => {
child.material.map = texture;
child.material.map.needsUpdate = true;
});
}
// these functions render the scene continuously
function animate() {
renderer.setAnimationLoop( render );
}
function render() {
renderer.render( scene, camera );
labelRenderer.render( scene, camera );
}
</script>
</body>
</html>
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B index.js
const
const
const
const
const
const

express = require('express');
path = require('path');
cors = require('cors');
{ Pool } = require('pg');
PORT = process.env.PORT || 5000;
app = express();

const pool = new Pool({
connectionString: process.env.DATABASE_URL ||
'postgresql://postgres:admin@localhost:5432/thesis',
ssl: { rejectUnauthorized: false }
});
app.use(cors())
app.use(express.static('public'))
app.get('/', (req, res) => {
res.sendFile(path.join(__dirname + '/index.html'));
})
app.get('/db', async (req, res) => {
let long = req.query.long;
let lat = req.query.lat;
try {
const client = await pool.connect();
const result = await client.query(`SELECT *,
ST_X(ST_Centroid(geometry)), ST_Y(ST_Centroid(geometry)),
ST_AsGeoJSON(ST_Transform(geometry, 4326)) as geojson FROM nyc_pluto_final2 WHERE
ST_Intersects(ST_Buffer(ST_Transform(ST_SetSRID(ST_Point(${long}, ${lat}), 4326),
2263), 75), geometry);`);
res.send(result.rows);
client.release();
} catch (err) {
console.error(err);
res.send("Error " + err);
}
})
app.listen(PORT, () => console.log(`listening on ${ PORT }`));
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C styles.css
body {
background-color: #0c0c0c;
color:rgb(249, 247, 248);
font-family: 'Courier New', Courier, monospace;
font-size: 13px;
overscroll-behavior: none;
text-align: center;
}
#exp {
width: 98vw;
font-family: monospace;
text-align: left;
line-height: 1.6;
}
#info {
height: 55px;
padding: 15px;
justify-content: center;
background-color: rgb(249, 247, 248);
font-family: monospace;
font-size: 14px;
text-align: center;
white-space: pre;
color: black;
}
.label {
height: 50vh;
width: 75vh;
color: black;
overflow: auto;
font-family: sans-serif;
white-space: pre;
text-align: left;
padding: 2px;
background: rgba(210, 215, 211, 0.5);
}
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D Demonstration videos
Video 1: Link to view demonstration video of the AR application:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WexGccf52Kvjk88P3gnRF-L6KYnV0kjb/view?usp=sharing
Video 2: Link to view 500m buffer query result at Location A:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/104BINtA1vW6qYxVaiUuX7ZykXodxi-0T/view?usp=sharing
Video 3: Link to view State Plane Long Island projection result:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HcE8hYFGqlG1nI6lSqoJc62ycLpzQjlX/view?usp=sharing
Video 4: Link to view Spherical Mercator projection result:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EVGtjqxMvGDXp4JboCqMsy7HRt4FI5xF/view?usp=sharing
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